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THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO’S HUMOUR NEWSPAPER SINCE 1911

Dear Toikesters,
Alas, with the year coming to a
close, you can’t help but feel a little
sentimental and reflective.
Much to everyone’s benefit, I went
ahead and dug through the Olde
Toikes we have lying around and
brought only the finest eclectic
pieces!
Brace your cassette players and
prep your brain for that baby
boomer insensitive humor, Ye Olde
Toike Oike is here!
In this issue you will read sideby-side 2018 fresh articles along
with various articles and headlines
FROM THE PAST CENTUARY
peppered throughout. That’s right,
the Toike is over 100 years old. You
know what they had back then?
Typhoid outbreaks! What a time to
be alive.
I initially wanted include
significantly more articles from
the Toike’s revival in the 60s and
70s. However, I found that many
of them were either tooooooo
contextual to the time (like Skule
gossip) or waaaaaaay too “edgy”
for our dear VP comm’s knickers
(by edgy I mean sexist or vulgar).
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I guess I should have seen that
coming.

B740 Sandford Fleming
10 King’s College Road
Toronto, ON M5S 3G4

Despite this, I found a gem of a
“Toikeditorial” from 1971 (See
below).
Why are we “celebrating” or
discussing this? Its because we
rarely get an opportunity in life
to really peer into the day to day
life of Skuligans past. Humor, or
rather, the Toike is one way we
can see. We can see how much
Skule has changed, how we define
ourselves differently. Also, we can
see what hasn’t changed!
In this “Toikeditorial” the editor
talks about something that will
always ring true for The Toike
Oike, no matter the age. The Toike
is here for the readers, not anyone
else. If you like our content, we’ll
keep writing it! If you don’t like it,
come write for us! Show us how
you want it.
Thank you so much for an
unforgettable Toike year! A big
thank you to the Toike Staff. I’ll see
you at the next meeting ;)
With love,
Jennifer Dixon
Editor-in-Chief 1T7-1T8

tel: (416) 978-2917
fax: (416) 978-1245
http://toike.skule.ca
e-mail: toike@skule.ca
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Jennifer Dixon
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Four Score and the last JCM ago,
a freshly Toiked Jenn Dixon, to
the distrress of many, become
the Toike Oike Editor-in-Chief.

Toike issues featured this Month:
1917 Volume 14, November
1927 Volume 24, February
1959 Volume 53, September
1971 Volume 64, February
1972 Volume 66, October
1975 Volume 69, Novemeber
1977 Volume 70, March
1978 Volume 72, November
1987 Volume 91, November
1995 Volume 89. Janruary
2002 Volume 96, September
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Letters to
the Editor
Dear Ms. Editor,
What’s the most useful thing
you’ve learned about PEY? Do you
recommend I do it?

***

PEY can be a rolller-coaster, an
adventure. Its an opportunity to live
a completely different day to day
lifestyle without completely exitting
your silly childlike demeaners and
habits. 5/7 would recommend.
Sincerely,
Jenn
***
Dear Ms. Editor,
Why is the pit never clean?
Sincerely,
Chem-i-Queen

Dear Chem
Living spaces, whether it be your
bedroom or your desk, are a
reflection fo your inner mental
state. In this case, the engineers
just have very very dirty minds and
maintain our spaces accordingly.
You’ll notice the pit is also very dry
and lacks moisture...with exception
of Suds nights, in which case, it can
get very messy and wet.
Great Question!
Jenn
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COLOPHON

Unshirley

Dear Unshirley

Spencer Ki
Leigh McNeil-Taboika

Every full moon, or first Friday of the month, the members of the Toike Oike gather
in the darklands of the Greater Toronto Area to perform an ancient ritual. Passed
on through the centuries, this ritual summons Ridicula, the great godess of satire.
At climax, members of the Toike Oike are blessed with natural writing abilities and
are filled with humor. By sunrise, ink spills onto the pages of your leftover print
quota and the students of UofT Engineering are gifted once again with a new isssue
of the Toike Oike.

WHAT HO?

“Toike Oike” is a pseudo-Early Modern English stock prefix suggesting an “old,
as in Medieval old” feel. A typical example would be Toike Oike English Pubbe or
similar names of theme pubs. The anachronistic use of “Toike Oike” dates at least
to the late 18th century. The use of the term “Toike” to mean “the” derives from
Early Modern English.

DISCLAIMER

The fair-minded opinions expressed in this newspaper reflect those of the
Engineering Society and the University of Toronto. In fact, they even reflect the
opinions of the writers and the engineering community in general. NOT! If you
happen to find any of the material within these pages offensive, do not try to sue
us, as we have a crack team of racially diverse lawyers ready to bring tha pain and
give out mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

Old man Outraged at Trendy
Regular Toike
Cafe for adding “Activated”
Writer Can’t
Think of Anything Charcoal in drink
Clever To Write,
Fills 300 Words
with Sex Puns
Tommy Grass

Toike In-Field Reporter

and a long headline

Carla Keen

Toike Oike Wannabe

As the deadline for content
entries reaches only a few
hours, one desperate Toike
writer decides to resort to the
basest form of humour in order
to produce a satisfying article.
“Yes, I know that we just
had SexToike,” mutters
this anonymous writer to
themselves while furiously
pounding their keyboard, “But
if I can squeeze a few dick jokes
in, that’s an easy ride.”
Yes, most of the people who
pick up the Toike will be doing
so for high-quality, unbiased
journalism and not a bunch of
dirty jokes, but nonetheless we
all need to settle at one time or
another. This may not be the
biggest, longest, most powerful
or high-impact article in the
Toike, but hey, it’s technique
that counts, right?
How do you really give the
Toike Oike what it needs- a
steamy, passionate act of
reportership? Not that it has
ever been particularly picky,
after spending decades being

crammed full of all manner of
articles. And with its circulation
across campus, being picked up
everywhere from libraries to the
Pit at any time of day? This is a
student paper that knows how
to get around.
Hoping to garner some more
readership, the article quickly
became doubly penetrated with
both low-quality jokes and less
than satisfactory grammar that
fails to sufficiently lubricate
the sentence flow. The writer
thrusted in unnecessary
adjectives and fingered in
uncreative verbs.
After a long, hard, sweaty
session of writing, the author is
ultimately unsatisfied, but fakes
it anyways.
“Oh, Yeah, Baby! That’s the
article I wanted right there!”
The haggard Toikester states in
a monotone voice. This feigned
enthusiasm has become all too
common in their relationship
with the Toike- maybe it’s time
to spice things up a bit with
some toys, like a nifty new
keyboard.

Harold Ng spoke out in outrage
this week at trendy hipster
establishment Cafe Bougéay,
which recently celebrated both
its grand opening and closing
down ceremony. Mr. Ng’s
grandson, Chicago Ng, was the
one who recommended the cafe
to his grandfather, as its hours
of operation were from 11:00AM
to 11:35AM, Tuesday - Thursday,
coinciding perfectly with his
morning walk.

Mr. Ng was outraged,
however, when some “lousy
whippersnapper”, as he put it,
tried to poison the man’s morning
coffee with a substance they
labelled ‘Activated Charcoal’. Ng
Had this to say, “It’s an outrage I
tell’s ya. Back in my day Charcoal
was used to power the mighty
steam engine, none of this frilly
fufu nonsense they’re putting
in our drinks I tell’s ya. What
kinda idiots do they take us for.
Trying to feed us Charcoal. It’s a
disgrace, a downright disgrace.”

We reached out to the store’s
ex-owner, Mark Bougéay, for
comments. “Yeah man, it’s just
like a way of life you know, like it
changes you. Once you make the
switch to all natural organic paleo
you just see the world in a whole
new light, and our ingredients are
always 100% organic guaranteed,
we hand make them in store,
I personally hand activate the
charcoal myself.” We have no idea
what the young Mr. Bougéay was
talking about truthfully but we’re
sure he means well.

POINT COUNTERPOINT
The Earth Is Flat vs
By: Steve
If the earth was some rock spinning through
space, then wouldn’t we all just get thrown
off and die? The earth is clearly a large disc
that all the other cosmic bodies orbit. The
snowy arctic mountains are in the centre and
the seas surround it, and a massive wall of ice
borders the edge. You don’t hear about the
edge of the world because it is a dangerous
place and people do not make it back alive.
The bottom of my shoes are flat. The bottom
of buildings are flat. A map is flat. Your
concept of gravity still exists but cannot pull
the earth into a sphere because the plane at
which the earth accelerates is so large it can
be assumed to be endless.
Don’t believe globes, that market is just
another money grabbing scheme from the
government.

No its just
Saskatchewan
By: Rick from the Barn
‘Round these parts the land is flat enough that it
defines who we are. Last week my girlfriend left
me and walked out with half my stuff. It’s been
five days and I can still see her leaving if I look
out the window. The beer hasn’t been carbonated
since 1982 and all the music is sung by this old
creep who’s always in A minor. And don’t get me
started on my wife.
About the only things that aren’t flat around
here are the roads. You’d think for a town as flat
as our that the roads would be easy to drive on.
But aside from winter, the other season is road
construction. Sometimes you’ll hit a pothole and
the truck will jump up and you might get to see
Alberta.

Sponsored article by The Phat Earth Society
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Norm
and Gord
McLuhan
Discuss Revolutions

Believe it or not folks, spring is finally upon us! As the cool winter air, will soon make way for the warm smell
of concrete, its time for lovers to emerge from their study holes and let their love blossom. Like the growing
sweat stain that will be snaking its way across the front of your shirt.

Spockthe Difference and
Execute O’Sixtynein

Toike Oike Experienced Matchmakers

Yet for those who continue to languish within their dens, akin to the Beast looking miserably for his Belle,
this can indeed be a daunting and stressful time. Fear not! We at Ye Olde Toike Oike have compiled a list of
4 tips that can help you in your noble quest to seek your beloved, while staying away from that horrid yellow
orb in the sky.

1. Lecture Capture and Chill

2. Take Them on a Picnic

3. Get Creative

4. Switch into Arts

This is the sort of argument every
respectable couple has had - what
sort of TV show or movie should
they watch in the comfort of their
homes and couches, away from
the prying eyes of the ‘singles’.
These situations can often get
ugly, and for someone beginning
to foray into this curious world
of courtship, that could have
disastrous consequences.
Therefore, a brilliant strategy to
reach common ground with your
date is to watch lecture captures.

The oldest and most effective
trick in the book - a romantic
picnic is the easiest way into a
people/wopeople’s heart. Yet it is
imperative that said picnic occur
in a location that is appropriate
to the mood. You might be
wondering - gee, how is such
a proposition possible, given
my current financial status as a
glorified high school student?
Allow us to elaborate:
Within SF is a place that, with
its electrifying atmosphere and
romantic fluorescent lighting,
is sure to help you hack your
way into your date’s heart. We
are, of course, talking about the
ECF labs. Impress your date
with mind blowing syntax and
comprehensive comments and
we guarantee you, anyone would
want your user input by the end
of this date. However, we must
caution you against bugs and
segmentation faults -- always
check storage space before
entering values

Confused about roleplay? Afraid
to try something risque in the
bedroom with your new beloved?
We at the Toike would like to
humbly present some ideas
that are guaranteed to you go
KABOOM all over them.
The Blue & Gold Committee room
can provide you with an excellent
spot to get yourself all tied up
(not to mention the dim lighting
and basement dungeon aesthetic
- dungeons are all the rage in the
United Kingdom) . Or, you could
appeal to your partner’s inner
anima by displaying strength in
a way characteristic of a male
wooing his mate. How, you
ask? Turn on your partner by
patiently connecting to ‘UofT’ and
‘eduroam’.
Finally, If you are worried about
costs or indeed being caught
in a compromising situation as
visiting an adult store, you could
visit the ECE labs to find all the
electrical wires and clips to suit
your needs

Woo your belovèd with classically
romantic concepts such as free
time, manageable amounts of
debt, a GPA that you don’t have
to mumble in conversation
out of embarrassment, and
perfect spelling. A few other
benefits of such a switch are: (1)
Unemployment will guarantee
lots of time to spend together
on romantic dates; (2) Impress
your date by quoting theorists
like Johnlock(e): (3) Amaze your
paramour with your impressive
beanie collection and the deep,
reflective meaning of your infinity
and japanese text tattoos; (4)
Hold each other and cry when
you realise that life is but a
meaningless ride down a river
that leads you nowhere and only
ends with the eventual heat death
of the Universe.

Yes, lecture captures. If the whole
point of watching a feature length
presentation is to eventually fall
asleep in each other’s arms, what
better way to do that than to put
up a lecture on a good sound
system and watch it at normal
speed.

Engineering Students Draft Plan
for CEIE Building “Upgrades”
Kant Cum

Toike Token Civ

Before the new CEIE building
opens its doors, a group of
students are vowing to do some
reconstruction to make the new
student area feel more like home.
Sources say that students are
plotting to give the building a new
red paint job and reduce its size
to a more manageable and comfy
area. The movement comes 52
years in the making from when
the old Little Red Skulehouse was
demolished. The old Skulehouse
was a quaint three-story building
and played a large role in the
shaping of the U of T Engineering
community.

It is currently unknown how the
students plan to reduce the size of
the new building, which is going
to be eight stories tall. Some
suspect that explosives will be
used, while others speculate the
traditional method of a crane and
wrecking ball.
Along with reducing the size of
the building and painting it red,
students also plan to remodel
the interior of the building in an
effort to make it fit with the more
traditional times. Early blueprints
show that the new Little Red
CEIE Skulehouse will have
plenty of space for wall murals
reflecting Skule spirit and all of
twowomen’s washrooms.

This monthly column features
a titillating discussion between
brothers Norman and Gordon
McLuhan from Moose Jaw.
This month’s column is sponsored
by the NDP. The NDP - like
socialism but, like, not?
Norm: Hi, I’m Norm McLuhan,
and this is my brother, Gord Gord: Hi there.
Norm: - and today we’re gonna
discuss, uh, revolutions.
Gord: Kind of a heavy subject,
eh?
Norm: Oh yeah, real heavy.
Gord: So a revolution is what
hosers make at the start of each
new year Norm: - no, ya hoser, that’s a
resolution. A revolution is Gord: - no, a resolution is
the number of pixels on your
television.
Norm: No, that’s just
“resolution.”
Gord: That’s what I said, a
resolution is the number of pixels
on your television.
Norm: Goddammit, Gord.
Gord: Sor-ry, eh.
Norm: Just stop, will ya? You
should take this more seriously.
This conversation is being
published in a prestigious paper.
Gord: What paper?
Norm: The Varsity or
something.
Gord: Shit.
Norm: Yeah.
Gord: Well I’m sorry, Norm. I’ll
try to be more serious from here
on out.
Norm: Thank you, bud.
Gord: I guess you can say that
we came to a resolution, eh
Norm? Norm?
Norm: Yes, Gord. So a revolution
is when a Gord: - an object turns a full
three-hundred-sixty degrees
‘round an axis back to its starting
position.
Norm: I… I suppose it is.
Gord: Damn right it is.
Norm: Three-hundred-sixty
degrees seems pretty hot, huh.
Gord: Oh, Norm. Just stop, will
ya? You should take this more
seriously, eh. This conversation is
being published in a prestigious
paper.
Norm: This has been Norm and
Gord McLuhan Gord: Ho there.
Norm: - discussing revolutions.
Kinda
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TOIKEOSCOPES
ARIES

TAURUS

Mars is shiny red glint is
sending positive rays your
way. Be sure to balance this
with strong pessimism in
your life.

GEMINI

LEO

VIRGO

A Cosmic storm is passing
by Uranus. Great fortune
and great friendship will
be granted upon you this
month!

Avoid
peach
dessert
dishes. Typhoid is making
a comeback, but, only for
Leos.

Phobos lit with a red hue,
and so is your WeBWorK
result.

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Barnard’s Star is following a
course slightly lower than
predicted. Your course
results will also follow this
path.

Jupitor’s rings are spinning
out of control! You’re going
to have a crazy time getting
home next Saturday

Pluto’s orbital velocity is
rough this month. Pay mind
to your hairline and the
prescence of nits.

Olde

CANCER

Alpha
Centuri
planets
are aligning month. Your
Academic
needs
and
your toilet needs will not
however.

If you’re 45th President of
the Greatest Country the
World has ever seen, don’t
press the red button. Plz.
Only the best presidents
don’t press the button.

LIBRA
The next time somebody
says “integral” you may be
be facing possible death.
Protect yourself by chanting
“partial fractions” three
times before bed.

With the Winter season
coming to a close, and the
ice melting, your energy
to enjoy life will pick up.
Harness this energy by
trying new things. Like
going outside.

Raven Simone

Want to join the Toike?
Read this Black Box!
Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!
Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team!
Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!
Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!
You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, layout, multimedia, social media or distribution,
email toike@skule.ca and let us know!
Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.

Polar Bear in a Snow Storm

Seal in a Snow Storm

Polar Bear and a Seal
in a Snow Storm
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